ABSTRACT. For a locally compact space there exists a compactification such that all its points are effectively describable, namely, AlexandrofPs onepoint compactification. The effective construction of compactifications for numerous standard separable metric spaces is already a very nontrivial problem.
0. Introduction. The space X is the space of all Lebesgue measurable functions defined on the interval [0, 1] and such that 0 < x(f) < 1; we denote them by x(t) or simply jc. The metric on X is determined by is called a functional of the integral form, where <¡>(tx,... ,tk;xx,..., xk) is a continuous function on the unit cube of dimension 2k (0 < /*, < 1,..., 0 < f/fc<l;0<;c1 < 1, ... , 0 < jck < 1) and k is any positive integer. The following is one of the main results of this paper. There exists a metric compactification gX of the space X such that any bounded continuous functional which can be continuously extended on gX is the uniform limit of the functionals of the integral form. Any functional of integral form can be continuously extended on gX. Every point in gX can be written as a^, where \p(t, x) is a Lebesgue measurable function (0 < t < 1, 0 < x < 1, 0 < \p(t, x) < 1) such that for the functional of the integral form F(x) we have This result is an example of use of the method of compactification, which is described in § 1.
The integration of the functionals is studied in §2. For the functional F(x) of the integral form we have T/r=/o ' ' 'Jo0('».f*;*i
• -'**) dti ' ' 'dt* dxi'" dxk -*&*)• where Tí" is the Gâteaux-Levy integral of the functional F(x) and the point a^G^T.
Various examples of integrable and nonintegrable functionals are investigated in §3.
The exact knowledge of the compactification gX enables us to make a few assertions on various compactifications of the space X. This is done in §4.
The limit theorems for the measurable random processes are studied in §5. Of special interest is the following result of §5. Let %i{i), ..., %n(t),... and £(f) be measurable random processes (0 < t < 1, 0 < ?"(r) < 1, 0 < |(i) < 1). Let Fm be the sequence of the functionals of integral form. For any function x0(t) G X and for any Lebesgue measurable function \[/(í, x) (0<í<1,0<jc < 1, 0 < \j/(t, x) < 1), where x0(t) ¥= ty(f, x), there exists a number m such that Fm'(x0(t)) # Fm,(a^). The theorem states, that if for any m the joint distributions of the random variables Fx(^n{t)),..., Fm(|n(r)) converge weakly to the joint distribution of the random variables F^Çt)), ... , Fm(%(f)), then for any bounded continuous functional F(x) we have lim EF(£H(fi) = EF(%(t)), n-*<*> where E denotes, as usual, the mathematical expectation. The proof is based on the fact that the closure of the algebra, generated by the functionals Fm(x), is the Banach algebra of bounded continuous functionals, which defines the compactification ofX(x)
The compactifications for some spaces of functions are studied in §6.
In conclusion, I want to express my gratitude to Professor H. Furstenberg for his invaluable assistance.
1. Functionals of integral forms and a method of compactification. Continuity of functionals on X is considered with respect to the metric (0.1). In the introduction we have already considered functionals of integral form. Thus the sum and the product of two functionals of integral form are also functionals of integral form. Hence we get an algebra over the field of real numbers. The uniform closure of this algebra is a certain Banach algebra of bounded continuous functionals, which we denote by G(X). Let us review some facts of general topology. Let X be a completely regular topological space. The compact set K will be said to be a compactification of X if there exists a homeomorphism from X to a dense subset in K. Let C(K) be the Banach algebra of all bounded continuous functions K. Obviously CXK) is a Banach algebra of bounded continuous functions on X. We say that C(K) determines the compactification of X.
Tychonoff's Theorem (see [9, VII, §43] ). The Banach algebra A(X) of bounded continuous functions on a completely regular topological space X determines a compactification of this space if and only if for any point x0EX and any closed set YCX,x0$ Y, there exists a function f E A(X) such that f(x0) = 0and f(x) = 1 for all xEY.
Since X is metric it is completely regular.
Theorem 1.1. 771e algebra G(X) determines a compactification ofX which will be a metric space.
Proof. Let xQ E X. Consider the functional
Let xn(t) be a sequence of continuous functions belonging to X such that xn{t) converges almost everywhere to x0(t). It is evident that the functionals are functionals of integral form. The functionals Fn{x) converge uniformly to the functional F0(x) and so F0(x) G G{X). If F is a closed set in X and x0 £ Y, then p(x0, Y) = a > 0. The functional
Thus, by virtue of Tychonoff s Theorem, G(X) determines a compactification of X, which we denote by gX. Since G{X) is separable, it follows from Urysohn's theorem (see [4, p. 388] ) that gX is a compact metric space. The countable dense set in G(X) is given, for example, by all the functionals of the form (0.2), where (p(t1,... ,tk;x1,... ,xk) is a polynomial with rational coefficients. Q.ED.
Any continuous function on gX restricted to X is a functional in G{X). Conversely, any functional in G(X) has a unique continuous extension to gX. Hence we can speak about the value of a functional from G(X) in any point of gX. Any point in gX determines a maximal ideal in G(X), i.e. the set of all functionals from G(X) which vanish at this point. For any maximal ideal in G(X) there exists a point in gX which determines this ideal. Any point jc in gX determines a linear multiplicative continuous functional / on G(X), whose value on the functional 1 is equal to 1, i.e. f(F) = F(x) for any F G G(X). Any linear multiplicative continuous functional on G(X), its value on the functional 1 being equal to 1, is determined by some point ingX.
Now we pass to the main construction of the present paper. Let Z be the unit square (0 < t < 1, 0 < z < 1). Let M be the set of all finite countably additive measures ii defined on the Borel sets of the unit square Z such that n(Z) = 1. As usual we shall say that the sequence of measures px,..., ju",... belonging to M converges weakly to the measure p. EM if for any function/(/, z) continuous on Z we have (1.5) JBm ff(t, z) dpn = ff(t, z) dp.. where Xa (r> z)is a characteristic function of the set A, i.e. %a (t, z) = 1 if (t, z) E A, and Xa(1' z) ~ 0 for (r, z) £ A. The closure in M of the set of all measures px is a compact metric space, which we denote by M*. It can be easily checked that the mapping x -► ¡ix is a homeomorphism of the space X onto a dense subset of M*. Thus M* is a compactification of X. We assert that the compactifications of gX and M* are equivalent, i.e. there exists a homeomorphism of gX onto M* such that to every function xEX CgX there corresponds the measure px.
Consider on X the functionals of the integral form
(n = 0, 1, 2.m = 0, 1, 2,...). Functionals (1.6) are the generating elements of an algebra of functionals, its uniform closure being G(X), since this algebra contains all the functionals of integral form (0.2) such that the function 0(rx,... ,tk;xx,...,xk) is a polynomial. It can be easily seen that
Hence the functional Fn m(x) can be continuously extended to the compact set M* if we set Fn?m(ix*) = itnzmdß* for all p* Gilí*. Consider two distinct measures /i*, /x* C M*. There exists a functional of the form (1.6) such that Fn,m<A) = Stnzm *? *.f'"Zm dÚ = Fn,m(P*2)-According to the Stone theorem (see [8] ) a Banach algebra C'(K) of continuous functions cm the compact set K is the Banach algebra C(K) of all continuous functions on K if for any two distinct points kx, k2 C K there exists a function /G C'(K) such that f(kx) ^f(k2). In view of the previous arguments and Stone's theorem, it follows that the algebra of all bounded continuous functionals on X which can be continuously extended on M* is G(X). Now according to the Gel'fand-Kolmogoroff theorem(2) (see [5] ) it follows that the compactifications gX and M* are equivalent. Let us investigate the compact set Ai*. For any x EX and any 0 < a, < a2 < 1 we have px{(t,z):tE[ax,a2]} =a2-aj.
( ) Gel'fand-Kolmogoroffs theorem asserts only the existence of the homeomorphism between gX and Af *, but the method of the proof implies that in this homeomorphism the space X is "fixed". Since ju* satisfies (1.7), juz is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, and according to the Radon-Nikodym theorem a density PZa(f) exists for the measure u," such that "0 »*oW=IBP*oUdt
We can assume that the functions Pz(t) are defined except on sets of measure 0 and that Pz (r) < PzJf) for any zx < z2 and for all t, where both Pz (r) and Pz (t) are defined. Obviously Px(t) = 1. Let us now define the function (1.9) Ht, x) = inf [z:Pz(t) = x].
If i//(r, x) is not defined in (t, x) by (1.9), then we set \p(t, x) = infx<x.\p(t, x'), where in (t, x') the function \p is defined by (1.9). The measure ju~ is defined by (1.8), since 0(r, x) is defined on the unit square and 0 < \f/(t, x) < 1. According to the definition we have
Hence the measures ju~ and ju* are equal.
Note that two measures ¡i^ and /i^ are equal if and only if the joint distributions of the pair of functions (t, 0, (f, x)) and (t, 02(r, x)) are equal.
Denote by ty the set of all Lebesgue measurable functions 0(r, x) defined on the unit square (0 < t < 1, 0 < x < 1) and such that 0 < 0(r, x) < 1. The function 0, is said to be equivalent to 02 if the joint distributions of the pairs (r, 0,(r, jc)) and (t, 02(r, x)) are equal. We say that \pk converges to 0 if ju^, converges weakly to ju^. That means that 0fc converges to 0, if for any n = 0,1, 2,... and m= 1, 2,... we have ¿H"« Jo#"*?<'• X) * d* = Jo /o íB*m(í' X) * Ŵ e proved that * is a compact set homeomorphic to M* and thus to gX.
Let us denote the image of 0 by the homeomorphism ^ on gX by a^. Consider the functional (1.6) Fn m(x). It is easy to see that *•">*) = Fn.m(^) = flfc"*"1 (í' X) * *■ Hence for the functional of integral form (0.2) we have
Thus we have the following basic result. 
Thus we have compactified the space X of functions of one variable by the space ty of functions of two variables.
2. Theory of integration. The generalization of integration from the probabilistic point of view was developed by N. Wiener. His integration theory of the functionals, defined on random processes, is the mfinite-dimensional generalization of Lebesgue integration theory, i.e. it defines the integration with respect to a countably additive measure, defined on an infinite-dimensional space, i.e. on a space of functions. Another approach to integration in functional spaces was proposed by R. Gâteaux in 1913-1914 (see [1] ) and P. Levy in 1918 Levy in -1919 (both of them belonged to Hadamard's school) and is less known. The Gâteaux-Levy integration theory was described in [2] . The integral is defined for functionals on mfinite-dimensional space. The basic idea is as follows: first the average value of the functional on the «-dimensional unit ball (sphere) is evaluated and then the integral is defined as the limit of this average value for « -><*>.
Further we consider only the functionals continuous in metric (0.1) of the space X. Our definition of integral being analogous to that of Gâteaux-Levy, we call our integral the Gâteaux-Levy integral. (3) Definition 2.1. Gâteaux-Levy integral. Consider the points 0,1/«, 2/n, ..., (n -1)/«, 1 on the interval [0, 1], where n is a positive integer and consider the set Kn of the functions from the space X constant on the intervals [(/'-1)1 n, ifn] (i = 1, ..., n). Every functionx(f) GKn is determined by a sequence of n numbers (xx,... ,x");x, being the value of x(t) on [(i-l)/n, i/n]. The setKn can be considered as the «-dimensional unit cube, each point of it being a function. Let F(x) be a continuous functional on X. This functional, considered on Kn, is a continuous function of n variables F^n\xx,...,xn) defined on the unit cube. Let W*) =/Í • * 'f0 F(n)(xi ,---,xn)dXl->dxn. ( 3) The definition of Gâteaux-Levy integral in exactly the same form as ours was studied by different mathematicians.
If there exists a finite ]imn_¥00,TnF(x) = TF(x), then the functional F(x) is said to be integrable, and the number TF(x) is called its integral.
The Gâteaux-Levy integral has the following properties:
1. If the functionals Fx(x) and F2(x) are integrable, then for any real numbers dx and d2 the functional dx • Fx(x) + d2 • F2(x) is also integrable, its integral being equal to dx • TFx(x) + d2 • TF2(x).
2. If the functional F(x) is integrable and, for all functions xEX, F(x) > 0, then TF(x) > 0. Properties of the ^-integral. l'. If the functionals Fx(x) and F2(x) are ^-integrable, then for any real numbers dx and d2 the functional dx • Fx(x) + d2 • F2(x) is 0-integrable, its ( ) Formula (2.2) was obtained by Gâteaux (see [2J) in a slightly different form, since both the functional and the integral were considered not on the space X, but on the ball (sphere) in the infinite-dimensional space. A Gateaux formula in exactly the same form as ours was studied by different mathematicians. Note that we can obtain the principal properties of the ^-integral from 1', 2', 3', 4'. For example, multiplicativity holds for the functionals of integral form and thus for all functionals of G(X). In fact, the equalities (1.1), (1.2), (1.4) and property 4' imply
Consider the Gâteaux-Levy integral. Since the Gâteaux-Levy integral is the \p-integral for 0(r, x) = x, the Gâteaux-Levy integral of a functional F(x) E G(X) is TF(x) = F(ax). From the first section of the present paper it follows that a^, and in particular ax, belong to gX\X if \pE ty\X. Thus the Gâteaux-Levy integral on G(X) generates a measure on gX concentrated at the point ax G gX\X, and hence the Gâteaux-Levy integral does not generate a countable additive measure on x.(s) Let U(ax) be an open neighbourhood of ax in gX and U'' = XC\U. According to Definition 2.1 of the Gateaux-Levy integral we have \\mn^.00pn(lf n Kn) = 1, where Kn is the set from Definition 2.1 which can be identified with the «-dimensional unit cube, and jun is the Lebesgue measure on this cube. Now we describe in our own terms the following phenomenon, first investigated by Borel (see [3] ) and then by Gâteaux, Levy (see [2] ) and other mathematicians: for any functional F(x) of integral form (2. Let us define the set L(X) to be the set of all bounded continuous functionals F(x) such that for any e > 0 there exist Gx(x), G2(x) C G(X) such that Gx(x) < F(x) < G2(x) and T[G2(x) -Gx(x)] < e. According to property 3 of the Gâteaux-Levy integral the functional F(x) is integrable.
Let ßX be the Cech compactification of X. It is a maximal compactification of X and every bounded continuous functional on X can be continuously extended on X. Consider the natural mapping of ßX on gX. We denote the preimage of the point ax by Ax. If F(x) G L(X), then F(x) is constant on Ax, its value on Ax being the value of TF(x). On the other hand any functional F( For any i// G ^\X one can easily get a sequence x^i) converging in gX to ay such that the limit limk_>00g(xfc(>)) does not exist. That means that, in spite of the fact that Q(x) is constant on By for any ty E *, the functional ß(x) is not constant on Ay for any ty E V\X.
The investigation of ^-integral by means of compactifications gives some nontrivial properties of the functionals of the space X. Let F(x) be a bounded continuous functional and let However limfc_í.00AÍ(fc) = lim^^M^ = d. Note now that any functional in G(x) can be uniformly approximated by the functionals of integral form, and thus sequences (2.5) and (2.6) can be replaced by similar sequences of functionals of integral form satisfying the assertion of the theorem. Q.E.D.
The fact that A^ is a connected set is very interesting, since B^ is disconnected for any 0 G *\X 3 . Integrable and nonintegrable functionals. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we introduced the sets Xn C X. The sets U/LiX2i_, and \J~=xX2t are closed and [U~i*2/-i] n lU-i*«] = <*• Example 3.1. A bounded continuous functional K(x) which is not Gâteaux-Levy integrable. Let K(x) be equal to 1 on U/= 1-^21-1 ^ vanish on \J°?=xX2i. Obviously this functional is not integrable. Example 3.2. A bounded continuous Gâteaux-Levy integrable functional S(x) such that S2(x) is not Gâteaux-Levy integrable. As we know Xn can be considered as a subset of the «-dimensional unit cube and limM_>00p"(X") = 1, where p" is the Lebesgue measure on the «-dimensional unit cube. If« is an odd number, we take a function f(xx,... ,xn) = xx, where (xx,...,xn)
are coordinates of the point in the «-dimensional unit cube. We denote this function on X"CXbyfn.
If n is an even number, we take the function g(xx., xn) = 3jtj/2 on the «-dimensional unit cube. This function on Xn we denote by gn. Let us take a bounded continuous functional on X equal to /" on Xn for odd « and gn on Xn for even «. By virtue of Definition 2.1 of the Gâteaux-Levy integral this functional is integrable and TS(x) = 54, whilst the functional S2(x) is not integrable.
In Definition 1.1 of the Gâteaux-Levy integral we considered the «-dimensional unit cube Kn and the function F^n\xx.xn) induced by the functional F(x) on Kn. Let m functionals Fx(x),... ,Fm(x) be given; to each of these functionals corresponds a function on Kn : on Xn for all odd « (the sets Xn are the same as in Theorem 2.1). Obviously the distributions of functions induced by F*(x) on Kn converge weakly to/^ for n -► °°. Thus there exists a maximal algebra of bounded continuous Gâteaux-Levy integrable functionals containing F*(x). On the other hand, this algebra does not contain F(x), since the functional F(x) • F*(x) is not integrable. We have arrived at a contradiction which proves the theorem. Q.E.D.
Up to now we have considered only Gâteaux-Levy integrability. A similar study can be made for the ty -integral. The functional 'Lq>q Q.q(x) vanishes on the sets Xnq for even « and hence the functional ^q= Slq(x) is not 0-integrable. There exists only a finite number of sets Un,q,, where «' is an odd number and q' <q0, which have a nonempty intersection with the sets ^n,qn' wnere " is an even number. According to construction, S^L"1Clq(x) = Sl^\x) + Í2(2)(x), where fi(1)(x) is the sum of functionals Í2". ,(x) and therefore Í2(1)(x) G G(X). Consequently Í2 (1)(x) For F0(x) we can take the functional max{F^ (x),..., F y (x)} and e = min(el/,1,...,e^jt).
Q.ED. Let F"(x) be a sequence of bounded continuous functionals. We say that Fn(x) determines a compactification of X if the uniform closure of the algebra, generated by the elements Fn(x), is an algebra of bounded continuous functionals determining a compactification of X. The following theorem is the corollary of (1) There exists n such that FJWm = J"0*"(0*oto dt * SUl^Mt. x)dtdx = TyFJx). 5. Limit theorems for functionals on measurable random processes.
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a separable metric space such that: 1. There are probability measures Px,... ,Pn,... and the probability measure P defined on Borel sets X. Proof. Since the space X is separable, there exists a separable Banach al-
gebra A (X) C A(X), which determines a metric compactification of X. For simplicity, we consider the algebra A(X) to be separable and a% to be compact metric. Let us extend in a natural way the probabilitiesPx, ... ,Pn,... and P onto aX and denote them on aX by p,,..., pn and p. If F is an open set in aX, then px(V) = Px(vn x).p"(K) = Pn(v nx),...,p(V) = P(v n x).
By hypothesis for any continuous function F on a$ we have ]imn^.o0fFdpn = S F dp, that is, measures p" converge weakly to the measure p and that is why 2) it follows that ]imn_>"Pn(U) = P(U). The probability measures Pn converge weakly to the probability measure P. Q.EJ).
Let us now remember the definition of a measurable random process proposed by Doob. Let %(t) be a random process defined on [0,1], i.e. there exists a probability space Í2 = {co} and to every point t G [0,1] corresponds a random variable %{t, cj) defined on the space Í2. Consider %{t, w) as a function of two variables defined on the product [0,1] and the space £2. There exists a measure p defined on this product which is the product of the Lebesgue measure on [0,1 ] and the probability on the space SI. If the function £(i, w) is a measurable function with respect to measure p, the random process £(/) is said to be measurable.
Suppose that £(f) is a measurable process, 0 < %(t) < 1, for all r G [0,1 ]. Then almost all the sample functions of this process are Lebesgue measurable with range between 0 and 1. Note that, in general, there may exist two different sample functions of the process %{t) which are equal on a set of measure 1 in the interval [0, 1] . It is important that any continuous functional F(x) on X can be considered as a random variable F(%(t, co)) on S2.
Definition 5.1. The sequence of random processes |"(r) converges to the random process %(t) (0 < t < 1) if for any positive integer k and for any sequence «, of positive integers there exists a subsequence «,. and a set Ak of Lebesgue measure 1 in the fc-dimensional unit cube (0 < tl < 1,..., 0 < tk < 1) such that for any fixed point (tx,... ,tk)E Ak the joint distributions Ay of the random variables ^n¡.(tx), %n.{t2), ..., %n..(tk) converge weakly to the joint distribution of the random variables %(tx), %{t2),..., %(tk).
Theorem 5.2. Let %n(i) be a sequence of measurable random processes and %(t) be also a measurable random process (0 < / < 1, 0 < £"(/) < 1 for all n and t, 0 < 2f(r) < 1). 77ie following assertions are equivalent:
A. The sequence £n(r) converges to £(/). B. For any continuous and bounded functional F(x) (5.3) jtoLEF&V» = EF(X(t)).
C. There exists a sequence of functionals of the integral form Fm(x) such that:
(a) for any x0(f) G X and any ty(t, x) G *, where x0(r) ¥= ty(t, x) there exists a number m such that Fm-(x0(r)) i=-Ty Fm. Remark. We say that finite-dimensional distributions of the random processes £"(r) converge to the finite-dimensional distributions of the random process %{i) if for any finite sample of points {tx, ... , tk) the joint distributions A" of the random variables ?"(fi), ..., t"(rfc) converge weakly to the joint distribution of the random variables ftf,), ... , %{tk). If |"(r) and £(f) (0 < t < 1, 0 < £"(0 < 1, 0 < £(f) < 1) are measurable random processes and if the finite-dimensional distributions of %n{i) converge to the fim^e-dimensional distributions of £(f), then condition B of Theorem 5.2 holds. If £n(z*) and %{f) (0 < t < 1, 0 < %n{t) < 1, 0 < £(f) < 1) are either continuous random processes or processes with the sample functions without discontinuities of the second kind, and if their finite-dimensional distributions converge, then (5.3) does not hold, in general, for all bounded continuous functionals (the functionals are considered on the space of continuous functions with a uniform metric, if the processes are continuous, and on the space of functions without discontinuities of the second kind with a Skorokhod metric (see [6, IX, 5] ), if the processes with the sample functions without discontinuities of the second kind).
6. Compactifications of spaces of functions. In previous sections we have considered a compactification method for the space X of all functions x(t) E L2(0, 1) such that 0 < x(i) < 1. Some modifications of this method enable us to construct the compactifications for some spaces of functions.
Let K be metric compact with the countably additive nonnegative measure v defined on the Borel sets such that v(K) = 1. We suppose, for simplicity, that v(f) = 0 for all t E K. Let Lp(K) be the space of all i>-measurable functions x(t) on K such that fK\x(t)\p dv < °°, p > 1. The metric in Lp(K) is given by p(xi, x2)=(fk\xx(t)-x2(o\p dvy,p.
I. Compactification of the space X[fx, f2]. Let fx(i) and /2(r) be continuous functions on K, fx(t) </2(r). The set X[fx, f2] consists of all functions x(t) E Lp(K) such that fx(f) < x(f) < f2(t). Let £ • R be the product of K with the axis R of real numbers. The points on R we denote by z. The set Z C K • R consists of the points (t, z) such that/, (f) < z </2(r). Let the set K¡ be isomorphic to K and K' = n*_ XK¡. Let the set Z¡ be isomorphic to Z (we denote the points of Z¡ by (t¡, z¡)). The measure v,-is defined on K¡ and is isomorphic to v on K. Consider the functionals of integral form (6.1) F(x) = fK,<Ktx, ... , tk,xitx), ... ,x(tk)) dvx---dvk on the space X[fx, f2], where fttx,... ,tk;zx,... ,zk) is the continuous function on the product of the spaces U*=1Z¡. We integrate with respect to the product of measures v¡.
Let ^f[fx, f2] be the set of all functions 0(r, s) defined on the product of K with the unit interval 0 < s < 1 and measurable with respect to the product of v and the Lebesgue measure on the unit interval and such that fx(f) < ty(t, s) <f2it). The sequence of measures pn converges weakly to the measure p, if for any bounded continuous function f(t, z), defined onZ0, we have lim f f{t, z)dpn = f f(t, z)dp. M^) = /ri"¡fcfr *ft *)) dp ds, where A is a Borel set in Z0. The measure py E M*(S). On the other hand, if p* E M*(S), then there exists ty G *(5) such that p*=Py. The method of the proof is the same as in the first section: for each real number z there is the measure pz> on K. If ß is a Borel set in K, then juz-(ß) = p*{(t, z): tEB, z < z'}. Consider the functionals of integral form (6.2) Fix) = J^Kf,.tk\x(ix),...,x(tk))dvx~-dvk, where 0(ij,... ,tk;zx,... ,zk)isa. bounded continuous function on njL,z£\ Z^ isomorphic to Z0, K' = flk=1K¡, etc. Theorem 6.2. The space S has a metric compactification M*(S). Each point ofM*(S) can be written as py,ty E *(5). To each ty E ty(S) corresponds a point p^ G M*(S). The functionals of integral form (6.2) form the algebra and the uniform closure of this algebra is the Banach álgebra of all bounded continuous functionals on S continuously extendable on M*(S). The value of functional (6.2) at a point p^ is F(/^) = fK,fa ' ' -fam.tk; #(*,, s,).Ktk. **))*k ' •* dvk dsx-~ dsk.
Remark. The foregoing compactification principle cannot be applied to the case of the unit ball V in Lp(K), i.e. to the set of functions x(t) such that fK\x(t)\p dv < 1, since the mapping x(t) -» p^ is not a homeomorphism.
III. Compactification of the unit ball V C Lp(K). The space Z0 is a metric locally compact space. There exists a one-point compactification qZ0, where qZ0 = Z0 U {oo} (p. s. Alexandroff, see [7, 1, 9, 8] ).
Let M(qZ0) be the set of all nonnegative countably additive measures p defined on the Borel sets of qZ0 such that p(qZ0) < 1. The sequence of measures p" converges weakly to the measure p, if for any continuous function f(w) on qZQ we have ÏÏlJ^o/(w)^=J,z0^>T his convergence makes M(qZQ) compact metric.
To each x(t) E V corresponds the measure p!x E M(qZ0) defined by where /(i, z) is a bounded continuous function on Z0, which has a continuous extension on qZ0. The functional (6.6) is continuously extendable on M(V) and (6-7) F(p) = / f(w) dp =jK$\f{t, ty(J, s))\ty(t, s)f dvds + a> /(«>).
Theorem 6.3. The space V has a metric compactification M(V). Each point ofM(V) is determined by the pair (ty, a), where ty E ^(S) and a is a nonnegative number, so that (6.5) holds. To each pair (ty, a) satisfying inequality (6.5) there corresponds a point p E M(V). The functionals F(x) of form (6.6) generate the algebra, its uniform closure being the Banach algebra of all bounded continuous functionals on V which have continuous extension on M(V). The value ofF(p) is given by (6.7).
Remark. Let S be the unit sphere in Lp(K). The closure of 5 in M(V) is the set M(S) of those points "p for which the corresponding pairs (ty, a) satisfy the equality fKfl \ty(t, s)\p dv ds + a = 1. The set M(S) is the compactification of S. It is easy to see that the compactifications M*(S) and M(S) are equivalent.
IV. Compactification of the unit ball in Lp(K). Let K be a metric locally compact space with the nonnegative countably-additive measure h defined on the Borel subsets. If Q C K and Q is compact, then we assume that h(Q) < °°. For all t E k we suppose h(f) = 0. Consider the unit ball V of the space Lp(K), i.e., x(t) G Vif fg\x(t)f dh<l. By analogy to the foregoing set Z0 = Ñ • R, where R is the axis of real numbers. It is clear that Z0 is a metric locally compact space. Consider the metric compactification qZ0 of the space Z0 such that the set qZ0\Z0 consists of only one point which we denote by °°. Consider the space of functions ^(V). The function ty(t, s), where t E K and 0 < s < 1, belongs to V(V) if ty(t, s) is measurable with respect to the product of the measure « and the Lebesgue measure on the unit interval and if f^fl\ty(t, s)f dhds^l. Consider on V the functionals (6.8) Fix) = f&f(t, x(t))\x(t)f dh, where f(t, z) is a bounded continuous function on Z0 which has a continuous extension on qZ0.
Theorem 6.4. The space V has metric compactification M(V). Each point p EM(V) is determined by the pair (ty, a), where ty E V(V), a > 0 andf /¿/o \ty(S, s)\p dhds + a<,l.
The function x(t) E Vis given by the pair (x(t), 0).
